
Who We Are

Our Mission

Personnel Safety and AccountabilityPersonnel Safety and Accountability

Our GPS devices and drones are used to
track and locate missing persons in remote or
hazardous areas and enhance recovery
efforts. 

252-216-2630 info@get-sig.com

Firefighting OperationsFirefighting Operations

We track personnel with GPS devices shown
on Floran, our custom software showing real-
time locations and emergency alerts on a
map. Our devices also help personnel return
to base in low visibility situations. Drones
equipped with thermal imaging provide real-
time aerial surveillance to identify hotspots. 

Fish & Game Warden SafetyFish & Game Warden Safety  

Using Florian and GPS devices, we are able
to update the location of fish and game
wardens on a map continuously. In an
emergency, wardens can trigger an alert that
displays on the screen to allow dispatchers an
ability to send help quickly.

Security Innovations Group (SIG) is a woman-owned
small business (WOSB) specializing in cutting-edge,
emergency preparedness solutions for federal and
civilian agencies across the United States. We leverage
advanced technologies and industry expertise to create
comprehensive GPS tracking systems and drone flight
services to ensure personnel security, safety, and
accountability. 

GET IN TOUCH
Washington, NC
Greenville, NCwww.get-sig.com

Revolutionizing GPS personnel tracking, communication, and
drone flight services for first responders, fish & game
wardens, and firefighters through innovative solutions and
unwavering commitment to personnel security and
operational readiness.

SAFEGUARDING LIVES
WITH CUTTING-EDGE
SOLUTIONS.

Our Services

We are dedicated to redefining the landscape of criical
safety initiatives through cutting-edge technologies,
strategic insights, and a relentless pursuit of excellence.
We strive to deliver unparalleled security services that
set new standards for personnel safety. With integrity,
expertise, and a deep sense of responsibility, we pledge
to create a world where security is not just a measure
but a way of life for an organization.
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